EXECUTIVE PROFILE
Joakim is a Fellow of Oxford Leadership. Joakim has worked
as a Consultant in the Business Community, Nationally
and Internationally, for over 20 years. Prior to that he held
various positions in the Banking & Finance Community.
Joakim is based in Sweden.
Joakim has also lectured at prestigious universities for 20 years where he at
one time served as a director of studies for a MBA-programme in banking &
finance. He also has Managerial Experience as an Officer within the Swedish
Reserve for Marine Elite Squads.
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FELLOW

Joakim helps clients enhance employee performance by creating a
”self-reinforcing” corporate culture. This involves working with leadership
issues, stress issues, cultural issues and pure time management. Among the
clients are CEO´s and directors as well as managers within marketing, sales
and HR.

“The right course at the right time in
my life, great instructors, a solid model,
great values, enough time, good energy
in the group and a great setting.”

Jacob Ronnow Jensen
Campaigns and Analysis Manager
SEB Life, Denmark

“I will start by saying thanks a lot for
an inspiring journey. This was truly
a gift from the company. My personal
experience was very positive. It was
great to take time to reflect in beautiful
Spanish nature. I discovered some
insights I was not aware of. Useful
both in my personal life as well as
my professional life! It was with great
respect I experienced my colleague’s
openness. Rediscovered own successes
in leadership, for my own organisation,
and our customers. Creating trust!
Showing respect, gaining respect!”

Svein Sebjørnsen
Country Manager
AkzoNobel, Norway

Joakim has worked with the World Bank, State Bank of Vietnam and
international banks in Sweden, Russia, Hungary, Polen, Estonia, Latvia
and Lithuania. Typical clients are, besides banks and financial institutions,
those within the service sector as well as the manufacturing sector. Clients
particularly appreciate Joakim’s ability to make complicated issues easy to
understand and his ability to inspire and generate forward movement.
Joakim works in Swedish & English.

